
Preface

Since the inception of the generative approach to linguistic research, the field
of theoretical linguistics has made tremendous progress. Various theories have
been proposed and developed to account for the universality of the human
language faculty. At the same time and to the same end, researchers have
made a remarkable contribution to this progress by investigating a wider range
of languages, far beyond English and others in the Indo-European family.
The field of Japanese linguistics has certainly followed this trend for the last
thirty years. Japanese has become one of the most closely examined languages,
and serves as a testing ground for theoretical developments in virtually all
areas of linguistics. The examination of Japanese has revealed its differences
from and similarities to other languages, and this indeed has contributed to
the elucidation of linguistic phenomena at the descriptive level, and has led to
developments and improvements at the theoretical level. As an example from
phonology, the study of Japanese accentual patterns played an important role
in the development of autosegmental theory. Moreover, numerous syntactic
phenomena such as scrambling, pronominal reference, and passives received
different treatments over the years, and a new perspective has emerged that
Japanese phrase structure is not as drastically different from English as it was
perceived as being before. Given the extent to which Japanese has contributed
and continues to contribute to the field as a whole, it is timely to compile a
volume summarizing the depth and breadth of the research that has made
Japanese linguistics a thriving field.

This Handbook has come into existence in an attempt to bring together major
aspects of Japanese linguistics, presenting an overview of relevant topics. The
areas included in the Handbook are phonology, syntax, morphology, semantics,
language acquisition, sentence processing, pragmatics, and sociolinguistics.
Chapters 1–4 deal with phonology including autosegmental theory, optimality
theory, and phonological variation. Chapters 5–8 examine several topics in
syntax that have made significant contributions to the development of syn-
tactic theories. Chapters 9–12 present interface areas with aspects of syntax,



semantics, and morphology. Chapters 13–14 introduce psycholinguistics research
ranging from first language acquisition to sentence processing. Chapters 15–16
consider discourse analysis and sociological aspects of the Japanese language.
Each chapter contains an overview of the topic, current concerns, and future
directions. Due to space limitations and unforeseeable predicaments beyond
our control, we were unable to incorporate important topics including histori-
cal linguistics and various issues in syntax like pronominal reference and phrase
structure matters. This Handbook is for those who are familiar with the topic at
the basic level and wish to investigate it in more detail, but it is also to be used
as a language-specific and typological reference.

In putting this volume together, I have received an enormous amount of
professional support from my colleagues. I would like to thank Stuart Davis,
Masayo Iida, Senko Maynard, Shigeru Miyagawa, Mineharu Nakayama, Peter
Sells, and Mamoru Saito for helping me select topics and contributors and
giving me valuable suggestions as to how the Handbook should be organized.
Their expertise contributed to shaping up an otherwise chaotic volume. Karen
Baertsch did a remarkable job in compiling references and index. Her calm way
of handling such tedious work was indeed a lifesaver during the summer and
fall of 1998. I owe thanks to the East Asian Studies Center at Indiana Univer-
sity for its generous support through a publication subvention grant. I have
received a tremendous amount of assistance from experts at Blackwell: Selina
Norman, Beth Remmes, Mary Riso, and Steve Smith all patiently helped me
get through this project in a timely manner. Fiona Sewell did a superb job in
copy-editing the entire manuscript. Her eagle eyes and meticulous editing
skills demonstrate true finesse. Finally, special thanks go to Stuart Davis, who
not only spent a tremendous amount of his time in reading several chapters
but also made sure that I remained with this project, keeping my sanity by his
ridiculous sense of humor. This book is dedicated to my mother, who never
fails to believe that I am doing something meaningful and brags about me to
her neighbors.
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